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Looking goodLooking good
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Not so goodNot so good

22Kilde: Macrobond



What GDP does not tell youWhat GDP does not tell you

33Danmarks Nationalbank



A job is not just a jobA job is not just a job
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It feels more like this

Household consumption

It feels more like this

Household consumption
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Why we are holding backWhy we are holding back

Per cent of annual disposable income
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And what is also holding us backAnd what is also holding us back
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Time to start thinking aboutTime to start thinking about
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Interest rates are lowInterest rates are low
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They will remain lowThey will remain low
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Low rates support housing market recoveryLow rates support housing market recovery
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But with some side effectsBut with some side effects
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Reflected here

Payroll employment, s.a.

Reflected here

Payroll employment, s.a.
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It looks like it will continueIt looks like it will continue
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